SEP 9-23

CHINA - In depth

Including BEIJING, URUMQI, SHANGHAI, XIAMEN, GUANGZHOU, CHENGDU, TIANJIN, CHONGQING

At this early stage, flights are possibly going to be with Air Astana or Aeroflot, with a mix of domestic airlines.
SAT 9 We depart from London overnight via 1 stop, to URUMQI.
SUN 10 Arrive and transfer to our airport hotel. We can watch arrivals from here, then catch up on our sleep.
MON 11 Transfer to the terminal for a morning flight to BEIJING. Here we stay at our regular hotel, with
rooms overlooking 2 of the runways. We have the rest of the day here.
TUE 12 Full day free to view from the mound, terminals or the hotel.
WED 13 2nd full day at the busiest airport in China.
THU 14 This morning we drive to Tianjin. We have a look around the perimeter and then check-in and go
air side for a few hours. Our flight this evening is to Xi’an and on arrival we check-in to our airport hotel, with
good air side views.
FRI 15 We have the whole day free here.
SAT 16 Check-in for early flight to SHANGHAI HONGQIAO. Again, our hotel above the terminal has
excellent views for the rest of the day.
SUN 17 At lunchtime we have a coach transfer to PUDONG airport. Our hotel is between the terminals with
views of the runways.
MON 18 Today is free to spend in Pudong or you can visit the Aviation museum downtown.
TUE 19 Early flight to CHONGQING where we have plenty of time in transit, before our continuing flight to
CHENGDU. Again our hotel is close to the terminal.
WED 20 We hope to visit 2 local airports, including the Aviation college at GUANGHAN, if it’s possible. We
can also take pictures at the end of the runway, with the local Chengdu spotters club.
THU 21 Today we depart via ZHENGZHO to XIAMEN. We stay overnight at an airport hotel.
FRI 22 After breakfast, transfer to the terminal and check-in. We have a lunchtime flight to GUANGZHOU.
Our normal hotel between the runways and overlooking both sides.
SAT 23 All day spotting from the hotel. Late evening flight, overnight back to London, arriving next day.

- EXTENTIONS ARE POSSIBLE SPACES LIMITED TO 30 PEOPLE

Cost: £2395

Deposit: £495

Single Room: £345

Includes: Flights and All taxes, Ground transportation, 13 nights hotel (Breakfast inc)

